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ABSTRACT Vital organizations have faced increasing challenges of how to defend against insider threats
that may cause a severe damage to their assets. The nature of insider threats is more challenging than external
threats, as insiders have a privileged access to sensitive assets of an organization. In fact, there are several
studies that reviewed the insider threat detection approaches from taxonomical and theoretical perspectives.
However, the protection against insider threat incidents requires empirical defense solutions. Hence, our
study uniquely focuses on empirical detection approaches that are validated with empirical results. We pro-
pose a 10-question model that highlights different prospective of empirical detection approaches. Significant
factors are also proposed to reveal the extent to which the detection approaches are effective against insider
threat incidents (e.g., feature domains, protection coverage, classification techniques, simulated scenarios,
performance and accuracy metrics, etc.). The objective of this paper is to enhance researchers’ efforts in the
domain of insider attack by systemizing the detection techniques in comparable manner. It also highlights
the challenges and gaps for further research to institute more effective solutions that can predict, detect, and
prevent emerging attack incidents. Some recommendations for future research directions are also presented.

INDEX TERMS Insider threat, rigorous literature review, 10-question model, insider attack detection,
information security.

I. INTRODUCTION
Currently, insider threats become a major concern for many
organizations around the world. The main challenge behind
insider threat is that, insiders are authorized users who have
legitimate access to sensitive assets of an organization. This
has made the detection and prevention of insider attack more
challenging than external attack. A large body of work exists
in the literature to secure organizations’ assets against insider
attacks.

A. INSIDER THREAT DEFINITION
An insider threat has been defined in the literature from dif-
ferent perspectives. Cappelli et al. [1] defined insider threat as
‘‘a current or former employee, contractor, or business partner
who has or had authorized access to an organization’s net-
work, system, or data and intentionally exceeded or misused
that access in a manner that negatively affected the confiden-
tiality, integrity, or availability of the organization’s informa-
tion or information systems’’. This definition is derived from
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hundreds of cases studies conducted byComputer Emergency
Response Team (CERT). Pfleeger et al. [2] also defined the
insider threat as actions of an insider that creates a risk for
an organization’s resources in a disruptive way. Theoharidou
et al. [3] defined the insider threat as the originating threat
from an individual who has been given an authorized access
to an information system and misuse their privileges by vio-
lating the organization’s security policy.

The insider threat definition in [2], [4]–[6] differentiated
between the accidental and intentional aspects of insider
threat incidents. While in [1], [3], and [7] the focus was on
intentional threat of insiders who intentionally exceed or mis-
use their access negatively. Furthermore, Schultz [8] assured
that only the intentional malicious incidents should be consid-
ered in insider threat topic of studies. We refer to the survey
in [9] for detailed overview of various definitions of insider
threat.

B. INSIDER ATTACKS, TRENDS AND CONSEQUENCES
Recent studies have shown that insider attacks are costlier for
organizations than external threats. This section summarizes
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the major trend and consequences of insider attack incidents
according to the up-to-date surveys and technical reports.
Ponemon Institute [10] benchmarked the insider incidents
over a 12-month period by interviewing 717 IT security prac-
titioners in 159 organizations from United States, Canada,
Europe, Asia-Pacific, Africa and Middle East. The targeted
organizations of the study were in business sector with more
than 1,000 employees each. According to the study, the
organizations experienced a total of 3.269 incidents with an
average cost of $8.76 million.

IBM published an X-Force R© Threat Intelligence Index
report [11] that illustrated the most common types of attacks.
According to the report, insider threats are the source of 60 %
of cyberattacks which caused two-third of compromised data.
In addition, over 2 billion records are exposed by misconfig-
uring the servers and backup incidents of insiders.

Crowd Research Partners [12] conducted a survey based
on 472 cybersecurity professionals to reveal the latest trends
on insider attacks. It found that 90% of organizations still
feel vulnerable to insider attacks. Also, 33% of organizations
experienced five or less insider attacks, and 27% expressed
that insider attacks have become more frequent. The survey
indicated that regular employees (56%) and privileged IT
users (55%) are the biggest insider threats to organizations,
followed by contractors with (42%). In addition, the cost of
insider incidents is ranged from $100,000 to $500,000 per
a successful attack. To address such attacks, 94% of orga-
nizations implemented some methods for monitoring their
employees, whereas 93% of organizations deployed mech-
anisms for monitoring the access to their sensitive data.
Besides, 43% of organizations allocated over 8% of their
IT budget to detect, prevent, and mitigate insider threat
incidents.

The CERT and the U.S. Secret Service evaluated the actual
insider attack incidents. In [13], they presented 1,500 mali-
cious insider crimes as categorized in Figure 1.

FIGURE 1. Categories of insider attack incidents.

The observed attacks are categorized into four classes:
First, 156 sabotage cases are directed toward an individ-
ual or an organization for the aim of disrupting their busi-
ness. Second, 659 fraud cases where executed to modify,
add or delete the data assets for personal gains. Third,
189 theft cases were conducted to steal IP for violating the
intellectual property of their organization. They also found
that 85 cases overlapped and fell intomore than one class. The
last class is the miscellaneous (65 cases) in which the activity
of the insider was not included in sabotage, fraud or IP theft.

The most dangerous insider attacks that caused an
immense damage to the reputation of the U.S. and French
bank Societe Generale [5] as follows. Robert Hanssen, one
of the employees of the U.S. Federal Bureau of Investigation
(FBI), who abused his access to a confidential data and sold
FBI’s secrets to Russian agencies which resulted in much
damage to the public image of FBI and the U.S. as well. It was
considered as the most dangerous spy in the U.S. history.
Bradley Manning, one soldier of the U.S. army who leaked
numerous of sensitive documents about the U.S. government
to WikiLeaks. In addition, French bank Societe Generale lost
$7 billion by a fraud act committed by one of its employees.

Apart from aforementioned attacks and their implications,
several insider attacks are not reported for various reasons.
Kuheli [14] illustrated four reasons of why insider attacks are
not being reported by organizations: (1) to avoid the negative
publicity and reputation; (2) the difficulty of detecting crim-
inal insiders; (3) the ignorant of insider attacks; (4) the low
impact of incidents the do not deserve a warrant prosecution.
Furthermore, Shaw et al. [15] noted that to avoid any bad
impact toward individuals or organizations, insider incidents
are often addressed internally without reporting them to the
public. So, although the severe damage of insider threat
incidents that was reported above, many incidents were not
announced for the above mentioned reasons.

C. DEFENSE SOLUTIONS AGAINST INSIDER ATTACKS
The huge financial, reputational and operational impacts of
insider attacks require significant attention from individuals
and organizations. To address such issues, researchers have
made insider threat an active area of research by propos-
ing several solutions, especially in the last decade. Like-
wise, several organizations, like the U.S. Secret Service,
invested largely in this area of research. Although many
approaches have been proposed to address insider threat prob-
lems, insider attack incidents still have not been addressed
effectively. So, there is a need for strong and more accurate
solutions to encounter insider threat issues efficiently.

Through our survey on the current solutions, they can be
categorized into both prevention and detection approaches.
The prevention approaches prevent unauthorized actions of
confidential data (e.g., access, copy, edit, delete, etc.). They
deploy access control mechanisms like authentication to
prevent insiders’ misuses. A prevention solution includes a
detection mechanism to identify a suspicious activity and
takes an action to stop potential attacks [16]. It was noted
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in [17] and [16] that there is a little work in the literature
that prevent insider attacks. The most prevention approaches
known as Data Leakage Prevention Systems (DLPS) are
focused to prevent data leakage incidents. This category is
covered in [18], as the focus of our article is insider threat
detection approaches.

This paper concentrates on detection approaches that
address insider threat incidents from different prospective.
The contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:

• It presents the trends and consequences of real insider
attacks that resulted in severe financial and reputational
losses for various organizations. It also demonstrates
the major necessity for effective and robust solutions to
predict, detect and prevent insider threat incidents.

• It proposes a unified model compound of 10 research
questions that highlight significant factors of detec-
tion systems (e.g., types of addressed attacks,
the range of violating security goals confidential-
ity/integrity or availability, detection mechanisms,
datasets, feature domains, classification algorithms,
implemented scenarios, limitations, OS platforms and
tools, accuracy and performance metrics). These fac-
tors are also extended to more fine-grained elements
(e.g., malicious insiders, masqueraders, anomaly-based,
signature-based, etc.). Such factors are discussed in
details in Section 5.

• It demonstrates the challenges of applying effective and
real-world insider threat detection solutions, and shows
the limitations of existing approaches.

• It recommends the future researchers on insider threat
domainwith some guidelines for developing robust solu-
tions. Some research gaps observed from the literature
are also highlighted.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows; Section 2 reviews
the existing surveys on insider threat detection theme, and
shows how our approach varies from them. Section 3 sum-
marizes the research methodology that we adopted in this
study. Our research approach and the scope of our study
are clarified in Section 4. The detailed demonstration of our
proposed model and findings are illustrated in Section 5.
Finally, the paper concludes with challenges, limitations and
recommendations.

II. RELATED WORK
The insider threat is a nascent research field, so there is a cou-
ple of surveys in the area that categorized existing approaches
from different perspectives. In this section we provide a brief
outline of existing surveys and show how our paper differs
from them. We summarize them in ascending chronological
order from the oldest to the most recent one. Bertacchini and
Fierens [19] proposed a categorization of masquerader detec-
tion approaches in Unix command domain. They classified
the available UNIX command line datasets and masquerader
detection approaches based on different criteria. They also

compared between measures and results achieved by the
reviewed approaches.

In [20], the authors conducted a literature review by cat-
egorizing the malicious insiders into two classes: traitors (a
legitimate user within an organization) and masqueraders
(attackers who steal the credentials of legitimate users). They
classified the auditing sources and different machine learn-
ing algorithms based on host-based, network-based and inte-
grated user profiling.

Hunker and Probst [5] discussed the definitions of insiders,
insider threats and relevant issues. They also categorized the
insider threat approaches into different domains (organiza-
tional, socio-technical and technical). The authors concluded
that the qualified system to detect and mitigate insider threats
requires a combination of psychological, socio-technical and
technical techniques. In [21], some of detection approaches
are discussed briefly from a variety of perspectives (Intrusion-
detection-based, System-call-based, Data-centric, Honeypot,
Dynamical-system-theory-based, Anti-indirect-exfiltration
and Visualization) as well as presenting some of their pros
and cons. Azaria et al. [22] categorized insider threat detec-
tion techniques into different classes: anomaly-based, psy-
chological and social theories, honeypot-based, graph-based
and game theory-based. They also presented their behavioral
analysis of insider threat (BAIT) framework using a game on
Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT) to measure the behavior of
honest insiders and malicious ones who attempt to leak the
data from their organization.

Ophoff et al. [23] classified the insider threat articles
into five categories: Theoretical Perspective, Insider Threat
Behavior, Insider Threat Mitigation, Insider Threat Manage-
ment, Insider Threat Overview andMiscellaneous. This work
categorized the insider threat articles from 1997 to 2013 as
numbers only rather than giving an overview about the under-
lined approaches. Gheyas and Abdallah [24] conducted a sys-
tematic literature review by applying the method of [25] for
systematic reviews and meta-analyses. The authors presented
the research trends in insider threat detection and prediction
just only by reviewing 13 articles.

In [17], the insider threat detection methods are classified
according to the techniques and features used for the detec-
tion. They presented their taxonomy into Anomaly based,
Role Based Access Control, Scenario-Based, etc. Thing et al.
[26] categorized the behavior of insiders into four classes:
biometric behaviors, psychosocial behaviors, communication
behaviors and cyber behaviors. They also summarized the
approaches that produced public datasets withmalicious data.

In [16], the authors compiled the definitions of insider
threat based on three types (traitor, masquerader, and unin-
tentional perpetrator). They also categorized the insider threat
approaches according to the auditing data source into host,
network, and contextual data-based analytics. The most
recent survey conducted in [9] where the structural taxonomy
of insider threat incidents are categorized based on 5W1H
questions [27] for information gathering problem. They also
identified the approaches based on discrete events, system
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FIGURE 2. Grounded theory methodology employed in our study.

dynamics, game theory and defense solutions. The authors
paid more attention to the definitions and taxonomies of
insider threats incidents.

However, the main challenge in insider threat area is to
build highly accurate systems that can predict, detect and
prevent insider attacks on a real-time basis. The area of insider
threats and their defense solutions is still not understood very
well. Several surveys tried to facilitate the field by focusing
exclusively on theoretical and conceptual taxonomies. Some
surveys concentrated on a specific topic, for example: Bertac-
chini and Fierens [19] focused on masquerader detection
approaches; Thing et al. [26] and Hunker and Probst [5] paid
attention to behavioral approaches. Other surveys reviewed
the current approaches in a coarse-grained level without
going deeply to highlight the main factors that stand behind
the effectiveness of defense solutions. Therefore, we realized
that there is a pressing need for a systematic review to fig-
ure out the main characteristics that have a direct impact on
the efficiency of empirical solutions such as dataset, feature
domain, utilized algorithms, accuracy and performance met-
rics, etc. So, the objective of our paper is to focus on such
factors by proposing a classification model comprised of 10
research questions as detailed in section 4. By answering
those questions, we believe that our paper introduces a better
understanding of the field, and provides a comprehensive and
updated reference for future work.

III. METHODOLOGY
Starting a review with a well-defined methodology allows us
to analyze and answer our research questions adequately. This
section illustrates the grounded-theory methodology [28] that
we follow in our study, as summarized in Figure 2.

The employed methodology contains of five stages that
enable us to review the selected articles and analyze them for
addressing our research questions. Such stages are summa-
rized as follows:

1) Define: In the initial stage, the criteria for includ-
ing and excluding the articles is identified. The field
of insider threat is quite broad, so the scope of our
research topic is specified as ‘‘insider threat detection
techniques that are validated with empirical results’’.
Thus, theoretical approaches are beyond the scope of
our study. For theoretical approaches, we refer the

readers to [9]. In this stage, academic sources (Web
of science, Google Scholar and Scopus databases) are
also determined. Furthermore, appropriate search terms
are also specified with various forms (e.g., ‘‘insider
threat detection’’, ‘‘insider attack detection’’, ‘‘detect-
ing insider attack’’ and ‘‘detecting insider threat’’) in
order to reflect the entire scope of our selected topic.

2) Search: The second stage is aimed to the actual search
for articles using specified academic sources and search
terms. During our search, synonyms of search terms
(e.g., attacks, threats, issues, incidents, insiders, inter-
nal attackers, etc.) are also considered to ensure that
the scope of our study is covered widely. Moreover,
while we are searching, separated terms like ‘‘insider
attack’’ are included between quotes inside the search
box to narrow down the obtained articles. This is for
not retrieving irrelevant articles that may contain sep-
arated words of the search terms. Bibliographies of
downloaded articles are also scanned to search further
for any relevant work. As a result of the search stage,
152 articles of insider threat detection approaches are
gained.

3) Select: Not all retrieved articles are appropriate for
inclusion, so the resulted articles are examined. This
is achieved by reading the title, abstract, and some sec-
tions of each article in the sample set. We included only
articles that are supported with experimental results,
as our focus is the empirical techniques. After filtering

FIGURE 3. Articles’ distribution of insider threat detection approaches.
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FIGURE 4. The proposed question model10 proposed questions of empirical detection approaches of insider threat incidents.

out theoretical and duplicate articles, the sample set is
refined more by selecting articles that are published
on journals and conference proceedings. To this point,
33 papers are selected for analysis. The distribution of
selected articles is shown in Figure 3. It shows a rising
interest in this area over the last two decades.

4) Analyze: After the articles have been selected,
the actual analytical work is conducted. This is
achieved by reading the articles line by line care-
fully and highlighting the findings that are relevant to
our research questions. Every selected article eventu-
ally undergoes this highlighting process. Thus, each
highlighted sentence represents excerpt or selection.
Then, the three Grounded Theory steps (open coding,
axial coding, and selective coding) are implemented:
In open coding, each individual article has been read
again line by line to identify 55 open codes. In axial
coding, 23 codes are synthesized based on their con-
ceptual similarities. Then, the selective coding step
is executed. To conduct such processes, we utilize
the Saturate tool,1 a web-based open coding tool that
is used to enable the traceability between codes and
data. An overview of resulted codes is presented in
Appendix A.

5) Present: After continuous iterative analysis, the find-
ings, observations and discussion of our 10-question
model are described in detail in the next sections.

IV. CLASSIFICATION MODEL
In fact, there is a need for a comprehensive study to
demonstrate the empirical factors of insider threat detection
techniques. This section outlines such factors in terms of
10-question model. An overview of our model is depicted
in Figure 4.

The aim of this article is to assist the researchers in assess-
ing the existing approaches from empirical prospective. In our
model, we first classify and refine the articles of the studied
topic (resulting with 33 empirical studies). Then, we formu-
late 10 research questions that highlight some quantitative

1www.saturateapp.com

and qualitative factors of the existing works. The research
questions being addressed are as follows:

• What is the addressed threat?
• Which ‘‘CIA’’ is/are violated?
• What is the detection method?
• What is the dataset for validating an approach?
• What is the feature domain?
• What is the classification technique?
• How many threat scenarios in each approach?
• Do the authors mention the limitation of their approach?
• What are the utilized platforms and tools?
• What are the accuracy and performance metrics?

The answering and analyzing of such questions will enable a
clear understanding of existing approaches for the possibility
of devising more effective solutions. The detailed analysis
and characterization of the model are explained in the next
section.

V. OBSERVATIONS, ANALYSIS, AND DISCUSSION
As mentioned above, the focus of our study is the insider
threat detection approaches that are validated with empirical
results. The effectiveness of a defense solution depends on
many factors, such as the dataset used to validate an approach,
the feature domain, the classification algorithm, the number
of simulated scenarios, the accuracy and performance met-
rics, etc. In this section, the answers of the proposed questions
are represented as 10 factors and discussed thoroughly in a
comparative way. The discussion of (33 empirical studies)
with respect to such factors can give insights to overcome the
limitations of the current solutions. The following sections
discuss and analyze the findings presented in (Appendix B).

A. INSIDER THREAT INCIDENTS
Organizations have various assets (e.g. Data, Systems/
Software and Networks), and they struggle to keep them
safe from possible attacks. The focus of this article is the
attacks that are conducted by insiders. So, insider attacks
can be executed by two actors (Malicious Insiders or Mas-
queraders). The malicious insiders who perform an attack
using their authorized access, whereas the masqueraders
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FIGURE 5. Insider threat actors and incidents addressed by existing detection approaches.

conduct an attack by gaining the access of legitimate insiders
illegitimately.

Both actors can carry out various malicious actions (e.g.,
data exfiltration, information theft, database modification,
need-to-know violation, etc.). Figure 5 summarizes the type
malicious actors and attack incidents that the detection
approaches attempted to address. It is noted that eight detec-
tion approaches studied (database intrusion, data theft and
miscellaneous) attacks that might be conducted by masquer-
aders. On the other hand, most of the detection approaches
(25 articles) focused on addressing various attacks (data exfil-
tration, need-to-know, spreading disinformation, etc.) that
might be carried out by malicious insiders. Table 1 specif-
ically shows those studies, the addressed attacks, and the
actors.

TABLE 1. The insider threat actors, attack types, and their detection
approaches.

B. VIOLATED CONFIDENTIALITY, INTEGRITY OR
AVAILABILITY
The confidentiality, integrity and availability of an asset
known as (CIA Triad) are the major goals of information
security. So, if there is an attack to a network, system, or data
then it will violate one or more of CIA Triad. For example,

the approaches in [7], [22], [35]–[40] addressed the data
exfiltration attack that violates the confidentiality of data
asset. In [41] the focus was on an attack that modifies the data
to mislead the decision maker inside an organization, which
at the end violates the integrity of the data. Figure 6 presents
the distribution of detection approaches according to the CIA
that they proposed to protect.

FIGURE 6. The percentage of detection approaches for addressing the CIA
triad of assets.

Figure 6 shows that most of the detection approaches
(19 articles) focused on detecting the malicious tendency
of insiders without specifying particular type of attacks.
The second set of approaches (11 articles) concentrated
on detecting insiders who violate the confidentiality of
assets (data exfiltration). The classification of the detec-
tion approaches based on their CIA focus is summa-
rized in Table 2. Notably, the current detection approaches
focused on addressing specific type of CIA without con-
sidering them as whole. Therefore, the designing of real-
world detection system, that tackles various types of insider
threats and cover all (CIA triad) security elements, is still
a gap.
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TABLE 2. The insider threat detection studies vs the CIA Triad.

C. DETECTION MECHANISMS
The current detection approaches are implemented using
three major mechanisms (Anomaly-based, Signature-based
and Combined). The anomaly-based approaches detect unex-
pected variation of insiders’ activities from their normal activ-
ities. In such approaches the normal patterns of users are
defined, so when a system detects abnormal pattern, a threat
will be raised [50]. The other detection mechanism uses Mis-
use or Signature based method, where the system is provided
with rules/signatures of previous attacks. Then, the system
detects new attacks by matching with the signatures of pre-
defined attacks. The third type of detection mechanisms is
the combined/hybrid, where both the Anomaly-based and
Misuse/Signature-based are involved.

However, in the literature, we noticed that most of the
detection approaches (26 articles) deployed Anomaly-based
detection mechanism. In contrary, little works in [7], [36],
[41], [55] and [60] implemented Misuse-based detection
mechanism, while the combination of the two mechanisms
were applied in [48] and [37]. A graphical representation
of detection mechanisms that are implemented by existing
approaches is shown in Figure 7.

FIGURE 7. The insider threat detection mechanisms of current
approaches.

Table 3 classifies the current approaches based on their
detection mechanisms (Anomaly-based, Misuse-based, or
Combined).

D. DATASETS OF APPROACHES’ VALIDATION
The availability of datasets in a research field has a positive
impact on the advancement of that field. In fact, there is a

TABLE 3. The distribution of insider threat detection studies according to
their detection mechanisms.

lack of real-life datasets with regard to insider threat area
for two reasons [5]: First, the absence of a precise definition
of insider threat complicates specifying the requirements of
insider threat datasets more accurately. Second, most organi-
zations that encountered insider attacks are unwilling to share
attacks’ data as they afraid of bad impacts toward their rep-
utation or accountability issues. Therefore, researchers have
faced a challenge of finding real datasets to test the effec-
tiveness of their approaches. This triggers some researchers
to create synthetic datasets and make them publicly available
on the field. Such efforts facilitate testing and validating of
insider threat detection approaches using artificial datasets.
This section illustrates the datasets utilized by current detec-
tion approaches. In the literature, we noticed that 12 studies
validated their detection approaches by deploying (CERT,
RUU, SEA and Enron datasets) as summarized in Table 4.

TABLE 4. Available datasets of insider threat detection approaches.

The most widely used dataset in insider threat field was
created by CERT [62] as a project at Carnegie Mellon Uni-
versity (CMU). It was collected from 4000 users who were
involved in over 700 insider threat incidents for a period
of 18 months. The dataset includes various activities of users
(e.g. logon/logout, file operations, email, web, USB, etc.).
It was generated by simulating three attacks scenarios: In
the first one, malwares were injected by malicious insiders
using removable devices which resulted in systems sabotage.
Second, data exfiltration was conducted bymalicious insiders
through cloud or removable media. The last scenario was
a data leakage attack that was conducted by masqueraders
using email attachments. This dataset is utilized to validate
the detection approaches in [36], [48], [49], [56] and [57].

Are YouYou (RUU)Dataset was created by Ben Salem and
Stolfo [32] in 2011. It was collected from 18 normal users and
60 masqueraders. More than 500,000 records were captured
per a user during 4 days. The users were distributed into
three groups to simulate three attack scenarios (malicious,
masquerader and neutral). This dataset was approved by
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the Human Subjects protocol IRB-AAAC4240 at Columbia
University [32]. It comprises of system-level features (e.g.
number of created processes, unique processes, number of
destroyed processes, number of registry actions, etc.). Two
detection approaches in [42] and [32] employed this dataset
to test the their performance.

SEA dataset [63] was captured from 70 users during sev-
eral months. It contains of 15,000 UNIX commands collected
per each user. In data collection, 50 users represented benign
users, and 20 users represented masqueraders. This dataset is
applied by two detection approaches [43] and [45].

Enron dataset [64] is a corpus of email data collected from
151 users. It comprises of over 250000 email messages. Mas-
sachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) made this dataset
available for researchers who are interested in email research
topics. In insider threat area, it was utilized in [48], [55] and
[59] to test their detection approaches.

The Lincoln Laboratory Intrusion Detection dataset [65]
is created also by MIT. It includes all the daily system logs
for a period of 7 weeks. Each log contains of tokens for every
system call that are displayed as a plaintext. This dataset is too
old as it was created in 1998. It was used to test the detection
approach in [52]. Nevertheless, using such old dataset reflects
the difficulty of finding real-life dataset in insider threat field.

Some organizations made their systems available to be
used for insider threat research topics, for example, Chen
et al. [38] assessed their detection approach on electronic
health record (EHR) system at Vanderbilt University Medical
Center. They used data records of more than 1.5 million
patients for a period of three months. The system processed
the daily workflows of more than 300,000,000 operations.
Such data is used to detect anomalous insiders in collabora-
tive systems.

Apart from utilizing the publically available datasets of
others, 15 detection approaches (listed in Table 10) created
their own datasets. For example, Camiña et al. [33] generated
their private dataset namely, windows-users and intrusion
simulation logs (WUIL). It was collected from 20 users over
a period of ten weeks. They simulated the malicious activity
of information theft that might be committed by insiders.
Figure 8 shows the various types of datasets employed by cur-
rent approaches. Notably, the largest number of approaches
(15 articles) generated their own datasets. Some studies like
in [48] tested their approach using several datasets, including
their in-house dataset, CERT dataset, Enron dataset and the
dataset provided by the Centre for the Protection of National
Infrastructure (CPNI).

However, some approaches tried to exploit some web ser-
vices to validate their detection techniques. For instance,
the approaches in [47] and [22] used the dataset of online
surveys. They conducted psychological surveys on Amazon’s
Mechanical Turk, an online service for hiring people to do
online tasks. It was used to simulate insiders who leak the
data from their organization. Also, the approach in [46] vali-
dated the detection technique on World of Warcraft (WoW),
the massive multiplayer online game. The dataset used to

FIGURE 8. Datasets used to validate insider threat detection approaches.

FIGURE 9. The detection approaches and their feature domain.

measure the psychological behaviors of players using over
350,000 characters observed during 6 months. Such data used
to identify the malicious behaviors of users and predict their
personal characters.

Although there are restrictions to find out real-life datasets
about insider attack incidents, researchers tried to over-
come this limitation by creating synthetic datasets and using
some online platforms. However, there are some concerns
related to synthetic datasets as they do not truly simulate the
motivations/intentions of actual insider attacks. Furthermore,
we believe that the synthetic datasets, especially that were
created in authors’ homes, might be affected by subjective
and biased environments. So, the lack of real insider threat
datasets is still a challenge.

E. FEATURE DOMAIN
When the datasets are captured from insiders’ activities
(e.g., log in/out, modify, delete, send, print, etc.), the fea-
ture domain is extracted from raw data and turned into a
representation form that can be classified using classifica-
tion algorithms. In detection systems, vast amounts of data
are collected by distributed sensors across an organization.
In this section, we categorize the feature domains into three
classes: Host-based, Network-based and Hybrid. Using such
domains, a detection system builds an activity pattern for
each insider by capturing the feature set at host and/or net-
work levels. Then the system figures out any deviation from
the normal behavior compared to previous activity patterns.
In our analysis, we observed that most of the approaches
(12 articles) focused onHost-based feature domain. The other
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TABLE 5. The domain, observables and feature set of insider threat detection approaches.

approaches concentrated on Network-based and Hybrid fea-
tures as presented in Figure 9.

It is noted that 12 approaches detected insider attacks
utilizing data features at host domain. For instance, Liu et al.
[50] monitored the activities of insiders by tracking the sys-
tem calls at operating system level. Also, Sankaranarayanan
et al. [44] used Microsoft R© Word Plug-In Logging Tool
to detect the modification attacks on sensitive documents.
We believe that tracking the activities of insiders at system
level will deter malicious insiders as all insiders’ actions are
recorder. On the other hand, tracking the activities of insiders
across enterprise level is an exhausted process: first, logging
tools should be installed and run automatically in every node
across an organization; second, such tools generate a huge
amount of logged data that need to be processed and analyzed
effectively. Moreover, experienced insiders may fly under the
radar by disabling or bypassing the logging tools [20].

The other 10 approaches detected malicious activities at
network level (HTTP and TCP). For example, in [66] mali-
cious actions of insiders are detected using TCP data log (e.g.,
number of opened connections over a time window, duration
of the connections and size of transferred data). Likewise,
network based data (e.g., sent/received packets, time stamp,
etc.) are used in [67] and [68] to detect the visited websites
and operating system fingerprints over encrypted networks.
Thus, by aggregating network-based features over a given
time period, important features are derived to detectmalicious
activities of insiders.

The detection approaches in [36], [48], [49], [56] and
[57] extracted feature set from both host and network lev-
els, we classified them as a hybrid feature domain. Such
approaches are based on a wide range of insider activities
such as log in/out, file operations, USB devices, e-mails,
websites, etc. It is worth noting that by combining diverse
data features from different domains, the significance of
individual features will be varied during the classification
process. In the literature, we noticed that the approach in
[48] took this factor into account. That was by associating
a weight score with each individual feature to emphasize
the features of a greater importance. So, based on weighted

combinations of features, the most accurate model was cho-
sen. Table 5 summarizes the feature domain, sources of data
features (observables), features set and the associated detec-
tion approaches. As presented, researchers tried to exploit
data features spanned from the host activities (e.g., log in/out,
file operations, system calls, etc.) to the network activities
(e.g., browsing, downloading, uploading, email, etc.). Such
features are used as potential risk indicators to detect mali-
cious insiders.

F. CLASSIFICATION TECHNIQUES
There are various machine learning algorithms employed
in insider threat detection approaches (e.g., Support Vec-
tor Machines (SVMs), Naïve Bayes, J.48 Decision Tree,
K-Means Clustering, K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN), Gaussian
Mixture Models (GMM), etc.). Most of them are openly
available by different platforms such as Weka [72] machine
learning framework. The accuracy of a detection approach
depends highly on selecting the right machine learning algo-
rithm [24]. This section summarizes the classification tech-
niques implemented on insider threat detection approaches.
Figure 10 shows the trend of employing various classification
techniques by existing approaches. As depicted in Figure 10,
most of the approaches (9 articles) utilized SVM followed

FIGURE 10. The classification techniques implemented by insider threat
detection approaches.
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TABLE 6. The classification algorithms used by insider threat detection approaches.

by Naïve Bayes and other statistical techniques. Notably,
the SVM has been used widely by insider threat detection
community compared to other algorithms. The attractive
aspect of using SVM in cyber security is that it provides very
low latency and high classification performance in terms of
CPU-intensive processes [24].

The statistical techniques such as Linguistic Inquiry and
Word Count (LIWC) are used in [7], [35], [48], [53], [55]
and [60] to detect anomalous actions of insiders. The
Bayesian Networks (BNs) was used in [36], [37], [40], [46],
and [47] detection approaches. BN is preferred in insider
threat detection studies as its multivariate time series feature
behaves well on insider threat activities [24]. The approaches
in [22], [44] and [58] implemented two or more classifica-
tion algorithms to seek for the best accuracy. In [50], [61]
and [39] the Distance-based methods are utilized. The Mini-
mum Descriptive Length (MDL) technique was used in [59]
to detect malicious activities in social networks, business and
various cybercrime domains.

Table 6 summarizes the various classification techniques
that are implemented in the reviewed approaches. More
details about the most well-known machine learning algo-
rithms can be found in [73]–[75]. They compared the accu-
racy and complexity of various classification techniques by
testing them on different datasets.

G. OS PLATFORMS AND TOOLS
The insider threat detection approaches conducted several
experiments utilizing different OS platforms and software
tools. Specifying the used tools by previous approaches facil-
itate the task of future researchers to select the proper and
qualified tools. Moreover, demonstrating the specifications
of the experimental environments share the research knowl-
edge and raises the quality of the research. It also triggers
those who are interested in the field to re-implement the

approaches and bridge possible gaps under the same technical
factors. Proctor et al. [76] assured that research implementa-
tion approaches cannot be tested or reused without full and
precise description of experiments’ components. So, in this
section we summarized the software tools that are used in
the experiments of implemented approaches as presented in
Table 7. In the 33 studies included in this paper, we noticed
that most of the approaches specify the testing platform and
software tools of their experiments except the approaches in
[36], [38], [57] and [58].

H. ATTACK SCENARIOS
The insider threat detection approaches are tested by simulat-
ing attack scenarios under different situations. We observed
that there are considerable variations in the number of sim-
ulated scenarios by existing approaches as depicted in Fig-
ure 11. Ramirez et al. [77] assured that implementing various
scenarios using scholarly methodology will open up research
paths that empower and enable new research opportunities
to arise. Additionally, the revisions and iterations of applied
scenarios may generate novel lines of research and produce
interesting outcomes. Moreover, when a detection approach
is trained with various types of attack scenarios, it will protect
against wide range of insider attacks. Notably, in the literature
we observed that the largest number of scenarios were con-
ducted in [49]. Their simulation was carried out on 5500 users
with 48 attack scenarios. Other detection approaches varied
in the number of conducted scenarios which ranged from 1 to
12 as presented in Figure 11.

I. ACCURACY & PERFORMANCE METRICS
To evaluate the insider threat detection approaches, diverse
evaluation metrics have been utilized. Most of the detec-
tion approaches were assessed using the metrics (TPR, FPR,
FPR, FPR, ROC, AUC, Precision and Anomaly Score) as
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TABLE 7. The platform and software tools of implementing insider threat detection approaches.

FIGURE 11. Number of scenarios applied by insider threat detection approaches.

TABLE 8. The evaluation metrics of insider threat detection approaches.

described in Table 8. In our analysis, we observed that the
most of the approaches (16 articles) used TPR for measur-
ing the ratio of correctly detected attacks expressed as True

Positive Rate. The FPR metric was used in 13 approaches
to evaluate the average of incorrectly detected attacks that
generated false alarms as False Positive Rate. In [47] three
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evaluation metrics are used; Logarithmic Loss Values (LLV),
Quadratic Loss Values (QLV) and Error Rate. The LLV and
QLV have five levels for measuring the counterproductive
patterns of incidents which ranged from the lowest inci-
dent to the highest one. The Error Rate metric indicates
to the extent in which the counterproductive variables are
varied from the actual one. However, the accuracy of some
detection approaches was assessed using other evaluation
methods. In [7] the signature matching was used to detect
suspicious actions. The authors argued that this method
can be applied to a particular insider not all insiders as it
generated high false alarms. Also, in [55] language indica-
tors were used to detect suspicious insiders. That was by
calculating words statistics of insiders and matching their
interests to the email words dictionary of Enron dataset.
Likewise, in [59] the language indicators are also used to
detect malicious insiders using personal pronouns, negative
emotion, etc.

We believe that the accuracy metrics (TPR, FPR, FNR
and TNR) are the clearest ones to assess the detection rate
of insider attacks. Table 9 exhibits a brief overview of such
metrics.

TABLE 9. Fair accuracy metrics of insider attack detection systems.

Accordingly, the most accurate insider threat detection
solution should minimize (FPR and FNR) and maximize
(TPR and TNR). In other words, the perfect detection system
should rise alerts for all malicious actions and do not rise
alerts for any legitimate actions. Therefore, we recommend
the future work to use such metrics for more fair evaluation.

VI. LIMITATIONS
Although there is a plethora of insider threat detection
approaches developed over the last decade, they still face a
number of limitations. Some authors pointed to the limitation
of their works explicitly. So, mentioning the limitations is a
critical part of a research. It is a good practice as it high-
lights a number of research windows and inspire interested
researchers to bridge the gaps of the field. Furthermore,
mentioning the research limitations explicitly is vital for other
researchers to replicate and extend on a study [78]. This
section summarizes the limitations of existing approaches
to provide future researchers with an updated reference of
research opportunities for improving insider threat body of
knowledge. Camiña et al. [33] stated two points to improve
their dataset, Windows-Users and Intruder simulations Logs
(WUIL). First, they indicated that their dataset does not
include important data about input devices (e.g., keyboard,
mouse, etc.). So, they suggest that adding such data may
improve the detection rate, as the insider access behavior will
be measured not only the accessed objects. Second, to keep

the validity of the dataset, an updated data of insiders’ profiles
and operating systems should be added continuously.

Three points of limitation are also pointed out in [38].
Firstly, the low performance of their anomaly detection
method need to be tuned to avoid alerting too many false
positives, especially in a complex collaborative environment.
Secondly, the performance of their MetaCADS model is
sensitive to the number of simulated insiders and accessed
objects. When the number of accesses to particular subjects
grows, the system fails to detect them. So, such performance
issue need to be addressed. Also, their CADS model detects
anomalies that access objects randomly, which may be vul-
nerable to traditional attacks, such as imitating behavior of
another user. Thirdly, the approach needs to integrate addi-
tional semantic data (e.g., roles and affiliations) to establish
more meaningful patterns about insiders.

A limitation was also highlighted in [50], when they pro-
posed an approach to detect insider threat using system call
features. They mentioned a limitation for their approach as
the system call parameter-based features are still not suffi-
cient to detect the malicious activities of insiders. That is
because that many normal activities are detected as outliers,
which resulted in a large number of false alarms. So, they con-
cluded that the system calls feature-based are not appropriate
for insider threat detection, as the probability of changing the
activity pattern of insiders is less than the change of activity
pattern exhibited by external attacks.

Similarly, in [53] a system was proposed to detect the
insider misbehaviors by examining system calls processes.
The authors presented two limitations of their system. Firstly,
the proposed system was not able to detect an insider attack,
if the buffer overflow occurs on programs without a fixed list
of process children. Secondly, they evaluated the performance
of their system utilizing a limit number of files accessed per a
process which created some gaps: their system can be fooled
by a malicious insider who may open only a small number of
files without reaching the threshold of accessed files specified
by their system. So, the system requires to take into account
various number of files that may opened by several processes
of malicious insiders. Another gap is that the difficulty of
the system to define the perfect time window for analyzing
an attack as insiders did not have a fixed working time
pattern.

In [55] some points are highlighted for improvement. The
authors proposed an approach to detect malicious insiders
based on analyzing their interests using Enron e-mail corpus.
The proposed systemwas not able to identify some categories
of insiders’ interests based on most probable words of their
interests. Another point of improving the system is to expand
the work to be deployed on the Internet activity which is
not available on Enron e-mail corpus. In [60], the authors
conducted a simulation to detect insider threats using lan-
guage changes. They showed two factors that were absent
in their approach. Firstly, the outside activities of insiders
with individuals outside their own organization were not
elaborated. Secondly, the participants in the simulation were
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TABLE 10. An overview of coding processes from papers included in our study.
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TABLE 11. The factors of insider threat detection approaches.
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TABLE 11. (Continued.) The factors of insider threat detection approaches.

selected randomly without reflecting various types of moti-
vations, personalities, etc. in the experimental population.

In sum, it is worth mentioning that the summarized lim-
itations stated by previous research is highly important for
future research. They can serve as an inspiration for future
researchers to bridge research gaps and design more effective
solutions in the field.

VII. CHALLENGES AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Most of the detection approaches were tested through exten-
sive simulation experiments, so implementing a real-world
detection system would be accompanied by several chal-
lenges. Those challenges have to be considered carefully
when building practical systems. This section recapitulates
some challenges and offers a set of recommendations (some
are placed throughout discussed factors accordingly) to
enhance the field based on lessons learned from 33 reviewed
approaches.

• Some authorized activities of users were detected as
malicious acts, which resulted in a lot of false alarms.
So, we recommend that before building an insider threat
detection system, the security policy should be defined
clearly and the permissions should be specified accu-
rately. For example, the violation of need-to-know prin-
ciple by an insider (e.g., fetching unauthorized files)
would be avoided by preventing the access of insiders
using access control mechanisms. Thus, the access con-
trol management according to a clear security policy
plays a key role in minimizing false alarm rates.

• Collecting insider threat datasets from real-world envi-
ronment is still a major challenge due to the privacy con-
cerns of organizations. As a result, several researchers
synthesized their own datasets, which may lead to bias
and subjective interventions. We recommend that the
insider threat detection approaches to be validated using
the available dataset (presented in section V., D) in order
to obtain fair and unbiased results.

• In an enterprise-level detection system, insider activities
(e.g., login/out, emails, web actions, file operations, etc.)
might be collected from diverse and heterogeneous envi-
ronments. Thus, collecting, analyzing and classifying
such data from different domains are still technically
challenging. So, in section V., E, we classified the col-
lected data from different domains for better understand-
ing the diversity of collected data to help overcoming
this challenge.

• Some detection approaches simulated low number of
attack scenarios (illustrated in section V., H), which at
the end will not protect against various types of attacks.
Consequently, implementing an insider threat detection
approach based on large and different number attack sce-
narios, will provide large-scale protection system with
more confident results.

• Some detection approaches did not specify the accuracy
and performance metrics of their approach. This make
it difficult to evaluate how the effectiveness of a detec-
tion solution is. Therefore, utilizing the standard evalu-
ation metrics (summarized in section V., I) for assessing
the detection systems, clarifies the efficiency of pro-
posed solutions and the significance of the achieved
results.

• The privacy concern while observing insiders is also
another challenge. This is because the monitoring of
daily activities of insiders revealing their private data,
which may result in bad impacts toward the business
goals of an organization in case if noticed by insid-
ers. It may destroy the trust between an organization
and its employees, and may trigger some insiders to
create backdoors or disable monitoring tools. However,
the surveillance of insiders by using robust analyti-
cal tools is an important part of detection systems,
but they should be installed carefully and unnoticeably
using trusted supervisors to avoid the aforementioned
issues.
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VIII. CONCLUSION
The insider threat incidents have increased in the last decade
resulting in a huge reputable and financial losses. This makes
insider threat an active research area. This paper reviews
insider threat detection approaches that are validated with
empirical evidences. It proposes a question model compound
of 10 research questions that highlight the fundamental fac-
tors of detection approaches. The detection approaches are
also classified and discussed in terms of 10 factors in compa-
rable manner. Such factors include

• the type of actors who committed the attacks whether
they are malicious insiders or masqueraders;

• the violated CIA of an asset (confidentiality, integrity
and/or availability);

• the detection method of an attack (anomaly-based,
misuse-based or combined);

• the dataset for validating an approach;
• the feature domains of detection approaches (host-
based, network-based or hybrid);

• the statistical/machine learning technique of classifica-
tion;

• the OS platform and software tools of experimental
work;

• the number of simulated scenarios;
• the performance and accuracy metrics; and
• the limitations.

Finally, the challenges for deploying the real-world insider
threat detection systems and some recommendations are also
presented. The findings of the paper are summarized in
Appendix B. This paper will serve as a guide for future
researchers to observe insider threat detection body of knowl-
edge from different prospective. The underscored factors,
gaps and recommendations will help interested researchers to
devise protection systems that can predict, detect and prevent
the emerging attacks.

APPENDIX A
The coding processes (open codes, axial codes and selec-
tive codes) of ground theory analyze stage are presented
in Table 10.

APPENDIX B
This section summarizes the answers of our 10-question
model that are represented as important factors of detection
approaches. Such factors are discussed and compared thor-
oughly in Section 5.
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